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Lying, Stealing, & Cheating Elections
The ‘Motor Voter’ Fraud Trap
by Cleta Mitchell, a law partner at Foley & Lardner LLP who practices in campaign
finance and election law. She served for eight years in the Oklahoma House.
Mitchell is Board Chairman for the Public Interest Legal Foundation.
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ow much voter fraud is there
in America, really? Concerns over election integrity, fraud,
and even voter identification laws
regularly make news and heated
campaign rhetoric. The left is wellversed in beating the election-eve
drum on voter suppression, while
then-candidate Donald J. Trump
matched those efforts by citing
concerns over fraud. Amid the din
of protests, lawsuits, and commissions, something gets lost: actual
data. Not any longer.
		For years, people concerned with
voter fraud and irregularities have
looked in all the wrong places. Some
scratch their heads when polls do
not match November returns. Some
prowl for large buses frequenting
polling places for dubious reasons.
Academics advance pre-conceived
studies to downplay the issue. We
even saw people scream “Russia,
Russia, Russia,” with a tone befitting Jan Brady.
		To find cases of people improperly registered to vote and casting ballots, head down to the local
courthouse. You do not need to be
a seasoned attorney or data scientist
to unlock the truth — you need only

cite your federal rights to inspect
voting records.
		
In 2016, the Public Interest
Legal Foundation embarked on
research and found outrageous
discoveries. Their approach was
simple: ask counties about whether
they were ever in contact with noncitizen voters and, if so, get copies
of the records.
		If you call your local voter registrar and ask, “How much noncitizen voter fraud have you seen?”
you will likely get an answer close
to “zero.” Instead, ask: “How often
do people cancel their existing registrations due to citizenship?” Then,
get your printer ready.
		Thousands of people across the
U.S. have voted in elections before
they quietly requested their registrations be cancelled.
		
Our voting, immigration, and
entitlement systems are now intertwined, causing problems for all
involved. Sure, green card holders
could always get driver’s licenses,
but now illegal immigrants can do
the same in a dozen states. During
those transactions, a voter registration offer is made by a government
employee. Meanwhile, voter regis-

trars are reliant upon immigration
officers to tip them off to existing
ineligible voters. In other cases,
otherwise law-abiding prospective
citizens can see their naturalization
applications become deportation
orders when they are informed that
some box was checked on a government document they might not have
been able to read at the time. U.S.
Customs and Border Patrol officials
have found illegal crossers carrying
voter registration cards to pose as
citizens.

		PILF traces these terrible situations back to the very first legislation that President Bill Clinton
signed: the National Voter Registration Act of 1993, otherwise known
as “Motor Voter.” The law requires
that voter registration be offered in
every transaction throughout state
social service agencies such as the
Department of Motor Vehicles and
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Medicaid. Election officials rely on
nothing more than an honor system
to limit voter registration to citizens. Registration forms include
a checkbox at the top of the form,
which asks registrants to answer
“yes” or “no” to the question “Are
you a citizen of the United States?”
No other “safeguards” are in place
to protect the integrity of the registration process. Like many government programs built more on good
intentions than sound procedures, the framework harms
many while showing a poor
adaptability to subsequent law
and technology.
		
In an alarming number
of states, it is still 1993 at
the DMV. Every person who
darkens the doorstep is still
believed to be a citizen and therefore safe to offer a voter registration form. For decades, George
Soros-funded organizations like
ACORN and Project Vote have
sued states to ensure that voter registration offers would be made with
maximal aggression, leaving bureaucrats to proposition green card
holders “because the rules say so.”
		Voter fraud has been enabled,
and immigrants are getting trapped
into poorly designed systems. This
problem got a face in 2017 when
Peruvian immigrant Margarita Fitzpatrick was deported. A decade before, she was obtaining an Illinois
driver’s license when an unhelpful
bureaucrat offered her a voter registration form but did not clarify if it
was legal for her to sign it, given her
green card on the table. That confusion bloomed into a voting record
visible to immigration authorities
required to enforce well-established
law. PILF has found thousands of
voters like her.
		In 2016, PILF came upon some
curious documents in Philadelphia.

Dozens of voters wrote handwritten, often broken-English letters
to the City, asking that they be removed from the voter roll immediately and swearing they did not
know they were registered. In all,
over 80 self-identified noncitizens
came forward between 2013 and
2015. Half voted at least once.
		In May 2017, PILF found that
more than 5,500 registered voters
in Virginia were cancelled and “de-

clared non-citizen(s).” Roughly a
third of them cast a ballot before
removal. Government officers loyal
to then Governor Terry McAuliffe
crafted numerous legal strategies to
delay or deny disclosure. The Foundation overcame them all.
		In 2017, PILF found in New Jersey evidence about how noncitizens
were coming into the voter registration system. Of the more than 1,000
cases, more than 75 percent of noncitizens came into contact thanks to
offers to register at DMVs.
		In the fall of 2017, then Pennsylvania Secretary of State Pedro
Cortes abruptly resigned. Around
that same time, the Philadelphia voter registrar announced he had found
hundreds of cases where noncitizens were getting caught up in Motor Voter. He told the Pennsylvania
Legislature that around 100,000 registered voters were matched against
driver records that indicated non-citizenship. The State responded that
they were aware of the issue since
the 1990s, where noncitizen DMV
customers were offered voter appli-

cations as a matter of practice — but
did not fix it. Pennsylvania officials
have rejected PILF’s data requests
and now a federal lawsuit over record inspection rights is underway.
		Since 2006, Harris County, Texas voter registrars have told lawmakers in Washington and Austin
that noncitizen voting is not only a
reality there, but they lack the tools
to prevent it before it happens —
they can only try to clean up the
mess years after, once the
votes are counted. In March
2018, PILF filed a federal
lawsuit to see the corresponding records, but Houston officials are determined to hide
the public records. The left is
investing tax dollars into protecting their meme that voter
fraud is a myth.
		How do we prevent noncitizens
from voting? Sure, we can require
that proofs of citizenship be provided by voter applicants up front,
but states should do more on their
own. State must start to compare its
own databases to identify contrary
claims of citizenship among registered voters. The DMV has copies
of passports and other documents
that make clear who’s who. Voter
registrars can only take a voter’s
word that they are telling the truth
on eligibility. Verification is an obvious fix.
		The most powerful solution is
you. Observation changes behavior.
If your county clerk knows that you
have an interest in checking their
work and understand the applicable
laws for full access, you will see results. Please visit the Public Interest Legal Foundation’s website and
replicate their work in your state.
You have more rights than just registering and voting. You have the
right to ask tough questions as well.
Time to start asking.

